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The virtual “Accounting Research Workshops” usually consists of **two parts**: (1) **office visits** with the junior and senior faculty, and (2) the virtual **presentation** of a paper.

All members of the Accounting Cluster as well as few external guests will **actively participate** in the seminar to provide you with valuable feedback on your research project.

Please let us know whether you are **available for office visits** and in which time-period.

Moreover, please send us the **title and abstract** of your paper as soon as possible and the **full paper** at least one week before the workshop.

The paper presentation lasts **90 minutes**.

The first **10 minutes** will be **without interruption** to make sure that you have the opportunity to bring across the main message of your paper.

Please indicate before the workshop your preference in terms of the **moderator**, i.e., whether you want to moderate the workshop yourself or whether you want somebody else to moderate the workshop.

Workshop participants will ask questions by raising their **blue hand** or writing their questions into the **chat**.

We will organize a **notes taker** for you.

The notes as well as a **copy of the chat** will be sent to you afterwards.

Please feel free to invite your **coauthors** who can register for the workshop [here](#).

**We are looking forward to e-seeing you at Zoom! 😊**
We are looking forward to e-seeing you!
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